By James Quilter Rumba ll, M.R.C.S., etc.
In a former essay upon this subject* I endeavoured to show that all preceding writers had failed to establish any line of demarcation between the intellectual faculties of man and animals, and that their denial of reason to the brute was unsupported either by argument or fact. 1 proved that animals have reason differing only in degree, not in kind, from that of man, and that the only intellectual difference consists in the possession by man of articulate speech, which no other animal has.
I traced up the formation of brain from its lowest to its highest development, and established the two following propositions :? 1st. The brain is the organ of the mind. and. As brain so mind.
Before entering upon the second portion of this inquiry, viz., " The Moral difference between Animals and Man," it is necessary to apply my doctrine to an elucidation of some other intellectual results, such as " understanding, judgment, and memory and if we find that these terms no longer express indefinite ideas, but have each of them a clear and practical meaning, we shall obtain a strong a posteriori confirmation of the soundness of the data whence they spring. Much It is used in one or other of these senses by Dryden, Locke, and others, but when the latter declares it to be the " Action of the mind upon itself," he includes all passions and their results; the more violent and the more lasting in exact proportion as they are disconnected from reflection.
I accept Johnson's definition of the word "judgment." He says it is " The power of discerning the relations between one term, or one proposition, and another," and I think it may be illustrated as follows.
Suppose
a man blind from his birth could be placed, like Mahomet's tomb, midway 'twixt earth and heaven, with no object visible but " the blue above and the blue below," interminable, shadeless, shapeless ; and that he could then and there discharge the "drop serene," and suddenly and perfectly obtain his sight.
It is evident that the simple perception of colour would be the only visual one called into existence ; and as we will also demand that he shall never have had the word colour named to him, or 
